
PMF / PMA
Pole-mounted Medium 
Voltage capacitors banks
POWER, CONTROL AND ROBUSTNESS

Technology for energy efficiency

Power Factor correction 
and harmonic filtering



PMF / PMA
Pole-mounted Medium Voltage 
static or automatic capacitor banks

Power, control & robustness

Components

PMF static or PMA automatic capacitor banks are the perfect 
solution for power factor correction in installations mounted 
on wooden poles. These capacitor banks can also be used 
to regulate the voltage of these installations.

With the reliability and robustness of capacitors manufactured 
by CIRCUTOR and their lightweight aluminium frame, these 
capacitor banks are a reliable solution to install on both 
distribution lines and in factories.

Medium voltage capacitors

The PMF/PMA capacitor banks 
are composed of CHV-M medium 
voltage power capacitors . These 
capacitors, 100% made in Europe, are 
designed, manufactured and tested 
according to IEC 60871 standards.

This design ensures their proper 
operation outdoors and their resistance 
to environmental agents such as 
exposure to sunlight or heavy rain.

Single-pole vacuum switch

The capacitor banks also have 
single-pole vacuum switches 
that are suitable for capacitive 
operation, with an operational 
life especially designed 
for this type of equipment 
(over 100000 operations).

Zero voltage closing

Zero voltage closing is used 
for the capacitor bank's control 
system.This system eliminates 
the transient generated at the 
capacitor's connection by 
closing the single-pole switches 
separately. This allows the zero 
voltage closing to be connected 
at each of the phases. 

Current transformer

The capacitor banks can also 
be supplied with current 
transformers. These are 
high-precision transformers, 
especially designed for power 
distribution systems. They are 
characterised by being easy to 
install, saving time and space.
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Dimensions

 I 3 capacitors

 I 6 capacitors

 I 9 capacitors

Technical features

Controller

The capacitor bank can 
be controlled using a 
controller, which can be 
connected and disconnected 
according to the reactive 
power setpoint, voltage, 
current, time or maximum 
and minimum temperatures.

Electrical features Voltage 1… 36 kV

Frequency 50 / 60 Hz

Insulation level 7.2...36 kV

Power ratings Up to 2700 kvar

Operating voltage 120 / 240 Vac

Capacitors Dielectric Rough polypropylene film

Saturant oil SAS-40E or M/DBT (PCB-free),

Case Stainless steel

Losses  ≤ 0.15 W / kvar

Mechanical features Frame Aluminium

Protection degree IP 00

Dimensions Depending on type & optional features

Optional elements Single-pole vacuum switches

Lightning arrester

Voltage transformer for switching

 Zero voltage closing

Standards IEC-60871-1

Type Voltage H1 H2
PMA10420XXXX 4.16 kV 851 994

PMA11380XXXX 13.8 kV 898 994

PMA12290XXXX 22.9 kV 976 1070

PMA13450XXXX 34.5 kV 1022 1096

Especially 
designed for 
outdoor use.
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